The Study of Application of High Water Material in Filling Mining Technology
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Abstract—This paper introduced the advantages about the application of high water material in the filling mining under the combination of its actual situation of coal mine. These advantages included the fluidity, expansibility, strength of backfilling, initial investment of high water material and so on. The research results showed that high water material could control the surface subsidence effectively and liberate the coal resources under water, railway and building in a great extent. The success application of the high water material has certain social benefits and economic benefits, and even embodied the concept of “Green mining”, meanwhile in response to strong call of harmonious mining ecological. The governors worked in the mine at all levels should spare no efforts to afflicate the application of high water material in the filling ming technology. As the coal resource decrease obviously, we should take some measures and methods to increase the rate of recovery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Based on development of China in the special period, economic development mainly relies on the traditional energy industry. Although the traditional energy industry could bring the economic development for us, at the same time the natural environment has suffered from the damage in different degrees, especially the mining area ecological environment damage [1-3]. The surface subsidence, coal gangue accumulation and surface water pollution are all the problems currently in the process of coal production which are urged to be solved. In order to solve these problems which damage the surrounding environment, Chinese academician Qian Ming-gao proposed the green mining technology of coal resources. In the “Green mining” technology system, filling mining is an important part of it, and the key of the technology is filling materials [4-7]. High water swelling material has some expected characters such as strong liquidity, better expansibility and the early strength. In addition, high water swelling material could be transported easily and realize the reach caving top actively. In view of high water material is successfully applied in coal mine, the authors suggested that the filling mining technology with high water material can promote the sustainable development of China's coal mine in a certain extent.

The surface subsidence is caused by underground coal mining, and the surface subsidence is the results of cover rock moving from lower to upper gradually which transferred to the surface. In order to control ecological environmental disasters caused by coal mining ground subsidence, a series of methods have been applied to the practical project, such as water filling, cemented filling, paste filling, high water widespread application in metal mines and so on, They are all based on meet the practical engineering needs and played a key role to prevent underground burst disaster. Also, in order to reduce the mining cost, super high water filling material is a new technology which been went on to test in production [12-14], and for large-scale mining with filling. The results showed that the use of super high water material not only reduced the mining cost, but also meet the requirements of the protection of the surface buildings. The development course of Chinese various filling technology roughly is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Development of backfill technology](image-url)
II. THE REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF FILLING TEST

The actual filling mining working face is composed of 2 sections in a mine, one of which is 70m in the direction of trend; the other is 75m in the direction of inclination. The practical two working face advancing distance accumulated 145m. Working face in coal mine working face has the advantages of simple structure, no fold zone, subsided column, igneous rock geological structure. The geological conditions of mining area are relatively simple, only found the existence of water in the local section of the roof, and the rest of the filling area is suitable. Normal mine expected water inflow in the filling working face was 10m3/h, then the maximum water inflow was 25 m3/h. Mine geological conditions and the water inflow described by the above, they had no effect on the implementation of backfill mining. So this experimental filling coal mining working face had typical characteristics. And the mine belonged to a low gas mine, so the filling mining with high water material was conducted more smoothly.

III. HIGH WATER MATERIAL

A. Interpolation function

The filling material is composed of 2 parts. The so-called high water refers to water volume content accounted for more than 95% of the total volume, and the 95% water volume is called common material [15-17]. Material consists of main material (A material, B material), subsidiary material (AA material, BB material). The main components of A material are sulphoaluminate cement. AA material consists of compound retarding dispersant. B material is composed of lime and gypsum. BB material is composed of composite accelerator. A, AA, B, BB material are shown in Figure 2.~Figure 5.

After mixing the above materials together, material filling body is formated, and its moisture content can reach about 90%, which is called the high water swelling material, which is shown in Figure 6. The characteristics of the filling material as follows:

Figure 6. A and B single slurry mixed

1. The strong fluidity. The filling materials keep good mobility as liquid within 2 hours, which is convenient for transportation by pipeline.
2. The moderate expansibility. The filling slurry begins to solidification and expansibility after 2 hours. In the mined-out area, the filling body can contact the roof inititively.
3. The great strength of filling body. The filling body which is made of the mixed filling slurry begin to withstand the pressure after 8 hours; the uniaxial compressive strength of filling body reinforced over time; after 28 days minimum uniaxial compressive strength can reach 2.2Mpa; after 1 month the filling strength can reach more than 10Mpa, which can support the caving strata.
4. The extensive material source and low cost. The main ingredient is basically the mine waste, thus we can make full use of the waste products and can reduce the pollution of the environment. Accessories are obtained easily and the price is low.
5. The sufficient stability. The main filling compounds are so stable that can control the roof strata movement effectively in the long run.

Filling system mainly includes: slurry configuration system, slurry mixing system, slurry delivery system. The filling system has many advantages such as controllable, large conveying capacity, long conveying distance and occupying less equipment etc.

B. The Effect of Filling

In the progress of filling mine engineering, advance support pressure, roof and floor shift near in filling area and surface subsidence above the working face were observed.

1. Advance support pressure.

Make the following contrast as to the high water material applied in the filling working face. The biggest peak pressure in front of the coal wall is 0.52MPa, no advance stress concentration phenomenon and periodic pressure is not obvious as well; however, in the caving working face, the peak value of maximum pressure is 2.87MPa and periodic pressure is very obvious. The contrast results show high water filling material can effectively alleviate the pressure behavior the working face.
Comparison curves of the two mine methods is shown in Figure 7.

![Comparison curves of the two mine methods](image)

Figure 7. The comparison curves of the two mine methods

(2) Roof and floor shift near in filling area.

The top and bottom of closer observation point is arranged on the working face of filling area. The collected data show that: compared with the full caving method, in the filling mine working face, roof and floor closer value range between only 0.5mm 20mm. mean shift near amount is 6.06mm. This contrast fully shows that the high water used in filling working face workspace could control the roof caving, even without roof and floor obvious closer. In addition, observation points is set in the surface and its collecting data also proved that filling mine method can control surface subsidence and the data also show that the surface subsidence values is between the range of 2mm - 5mm, and after filling mine surface subsidence control effect is obvious.

(3) Roof and floor shift near in filling area.

The top and bottom of closer observation point is arranged on the working face of filling area. The collected data show that: compared with the full caving method, in the filling mine working face, roof and floor closer value range between only 0.5mm 20mm. mean shift near amount is 6.06mm. This contrast fully shows that the high water used in filling working face workspace could control the roof caving, even without roof and floor obvious closer. In addition, observation points is set in the surface and its collecting data also proved that filling mine method can control surface subsidence and the data also show that the surface subsidence values is between the range of 2mm - 5mm, and after filling mine surface subsidence control effect is obvious.

C. Requirements of Ground Control

The filling material is the core of filled goaf technology, wherein the backfill material performance determines the filling effect and affects the high or low cost of filling, which plays a key role in subsidence-reducing effect of the final surface \([18]\). To this end, the mineral composition testing, the paste liquidity test, the specimen strength test and theoretical analysis are taken to study the performance and proportion of gangue-fly ash ingredients of the filling material. It has resulted in some innovations. According to the process of goaf-filling and the rock deformation theory in goaf areas, the basic performance of the filling material is analyzed. The early strength of the backfill should be above 0.15MPa to meet their stable self-sustaining. The late strength of the backfill should match its load in goaf area. Bleeding rate should be controlled between 1.5% - 4.5%, in order to ensure that the filling material is capable of bleeding, without any excess. In order to achieve pumping demand, the slump of the filling material should be more than 20cm. And the coal gangue of coarse aggregate should be met a certain graduation requirements.

IV. DEVELOPMENT PROSPECT

Coal acts as the major primary energy in our country, so it has the vital significance on whether our country can have a long-term stable development. However, in recent years, with the increasing demands of mining resources and strengthening exploitation, the reductions of resources reserves were inevitable. Therefore, it is particularly important that improving the coal mining rate in the greatest degree and reducing the destruction of natural environment. The filling technology with high water material can make the good social benefit and economic benefit. Specific performances will be illustrated in the following four aspects:

(1) Coal mining work underground environment has got optimized and the safety degree of coal mining has also got improved. The filling body set in the mine-out area can effectively control the movement of surrounding rock, which can reduce the disaster of water inrush from the floor and caving accident of roof. In addition, the goaf get the support of filling body, then toxic and harmful gas in the surrounding goaf has been effectively closed, which can reduce the contact chances of the harmful gas and fresh air. So it is very favorable for the prevention of mine gas outburst disasters.

(2) The filling technology can reduce the surface subsidence and keep the maintenance of the ecological environment in the whole mining area. Because of the existence of the filling body in mined-out area, the roof and floor shift near amount in the mine working face decreased obviously. Caving zone, fractured zone and bending zone will basically not occur instead of conventional roof management method, so that you can reduce the damage of the entire ecological environment in mining areas to the greatest extent.

(3) The liberation of pressure coal can improve the mining rate. The essence of filling mine technology is take advantage of filling body instead of the conventional protection coal pillar. In the condition of mine safety, carrying out filling mine can get as much coal source as possible mining and deal with the problem about pressure coal.

(4) Industrial wastes are reused in a good degree in order to construct a virtuous economy circle of coal enterprise. The most important industrial wastes of coal mine include: fly ash and coal gangue. And the reuse of them has a very positive meaning as to mine enterprise. The filling mine technology with high water material will not only put coal mine waste into reuse, but also meet the development requirements of the circular economy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Taking use of high water material into carry out filling mine not only can reduce the surrounding environmental damage in the progress of coal mining, but also improve the utilization rate of a large number of industrial wastes. Both of them can promote the development of circular economy in coal mine. High water material applied in filling mine technology can liberate the pressure coal effectively and improve the recovery of coal resources. It helps mine search a new economic growth point. At the same time, this filling technology is also the future trend of coal enterprises which can help them achieve green development. So authors believe that the filing technology
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